
Pedagogical card
Title: Biographical story about a folding bike
Picture: 
GLAS topics (mobility - nutrition - housing - environment):  Mobility
Short description: A story about individual mobility and mobility 

behavior. Using a folding bike in combination with public 
transport. Presentation as pdf, which might be transformed into 
worksheets according to the target group.

Methods used: Biographical storytelling, photos, graphic/grid
Main phases: 1. Presentation of PDF file                                                                                                                                                                                        

2. Discussion in the group                                                                                                                                                                                                      
3. Collection of elements for developing a personal biographical story

Material/Resources/Media used: Additional didactic material “Pyramid of 
mobility behavior”, “My personal mobility behavior”

Remarks/Observations: Presentation of a biographical story as a model for the participants 
to develop a story
Target groups: Adults in general, youth groups, families, seniors 
Group size: Individuals 15, Entire group15, Number of groups 1, Team size 1 
Time: 2 hours
Links - Biography: See file in GLAS website folder „Outcomes“
Contact: Mail:  info@agentur-kultur.com Links:  www.agentur-kultur.com 
Reference: GLAS Erasmus+ Project
Place description: No specific space needed

Pedagogical card
Title: Sustainable housing renewal activities 

— Workshop design
Picture: 
GLAS topics (mobility - nutrition - housing - 

environment): Housing
Short description: Suggestions for developing 

an adult education course to prepare
interested people from the neighborhood to 
serve as an information messenger opening the 
door for experts to give more detailed information. They could also inform about good 
practice examples. The goal of a housing workshop could be to discuss and develop 
training courses for the door-opening „information-messenger/ambassador“.
Methods used: Information given by experts, discussion group in the neighborhood, key 

points for developing a workshop design 
Main phases: 1. Information 2. Discussion 3. Decisions about next steps 
Material/Resources/Media used: Discussion paper with key points (see file)
Remarks/Observations: Housing is not only an important contributor to CO2 – emissions 

(along with industries and mobility) but also a highly relevant sector for all 
dimensions of sustainability. It is very important for the quality of life of human 
beings.

Target groups: Adults in general  
Group size: Individuals 15, Entire group15, Number of groups 1, Team size 1-3 
Time: 2-4 hours
Links - Biography: See file in GLAS website folder „Outcomes“
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Contact: Mail:  info@agentur-kultur.com Links:  www.agentur-kultur.com 
Reference: GLAS Erasmus+ Project
Place description: No specific space needed

 
Pedagogical card
Title:  The Apple Sniffler Lady. Biographical story with 

illustrations 
Picture: 
GLAS topics (mobility - nutrition - housing - environment): Nutrition
Short description: A story about nutrition and healthy nutrition. The 

value of traditional species and quality of old varieties. 
Cultivating apple trees in a sustainable way (“Streuobstwiesen” 
as special German term). Cultural background with the story of 
the famous poet Friedrich, who was born in the region.

Methods used: Biographical storytelling. Painting of illustrations (self made). Awareness 
training with all senses.

Main phases: 1. Presentation of PPT file                                                                                                                                                                                        
2. Discussion in the group                                                                                                                                                                                                      
3. Eventually: Developing  a personal biographical story and making own 
illustrations based on photos (see: Illustration workshop)

Material/Resources/Media used: Powerpoint Presentation, which could be transformed 
into worksheets. 

Remarks/Observations: Awareness for the taste of regional products and the taste of 
biological products. Consumers attitudes and behavior: What is healthy and good 
quality?

Target groups: Adults in general, youth groups, families, seniors 
Group size: Individuals 15, Entire group15, Number of groups 1, Team size 1-2 
Time: 2 hours or 1 day (including an illustration workshop) 
Links - Biography: See file in GLAS website folder „Outcomes“
Contact: Mail:  info@agentur-kultur.com Links:  www.agentur-kultur.com 
Reference: GLAS Erasmus+ Project
Place description: No specific space needed

Pedagogical card
Title: New Life for the Isar in Munich - A River Restoration Project
Picture: 
GLAS topics (mobility - nutrition - housing - environment): Environment
Short description: The presentation is focussed on the following main aspects:
- Flood protection by giving more space for the river
- Protection of nature in the city of Munich
- Recreation areas for the public
- Using water for producing electricity
- Enable fishes to swim up the river 
Methods used: Biographical storytelling, photos
Main phases: 1. Presentation of pdf file                                                                                                                                                                                        

2. Discussion in the group                                                                                                                                                                                                      
3. Eventually: Developing a personal 
biographical story and making own photos

Material/Resources/Media used: pdf file, which may be 
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transformed into worksheets according to a specific target group
Remarks/Observations: The importance of early childhood formation and education for the 

level of sensitivity towards environmental issues is to be reflected.
Target groups: Adults in general, youth groups, families, seniors 
Group size: Individuals 15, Entire group15, Number of groups 1, Team size 1 
Time: 2 hours or 1 day (story telling workshop)
Links - Biography: See file in GLAS website folder „Outcomes“; https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Isar
Contact: Mail:  info@agentur-kultur.com Links:  www.agentur-kultur.com 
Reference: GLAS Erasmus+ Project
Place description: No specific space needed

Pedagogical card
Title: Bees not coming back - A story about protection of 

an ecosystem in danger
Picture: 
GLAS topics (mobility - nutrition - housing - environment): 

Environment and Nutrition
Short description: The story about bees in danger could 

serve as a springboard for activities in various 
directions like protection of the environment, conditions of agricultural production, 
ensuring the supply for consumers with safe and sufficient products. 

Methods used: Biographical storytelling, photos 
Main phases: 
Material/Resources/Media used: 
Remarks/Observations: 
Target groups: Adults in general, youth groups, families, seniors 
Group size: Individuals 15, Entire group15, Number of groups 1, Team size 1 
Time: 2 hours
Links - Biography: See file in GLAS website folder „Outcomes“: 
Contact: Mail:  info@agentur-kultur.com Links:  www.agentur-kultur.com 
Reference: GLAS Erasmus+ Project
Place description: No specific space needed
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